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Background: Lafora disease (LD) is characterized by progressive myoclonus, refractory epilepsy, and cognitive
deterioration. This complex neurodegenerative condition is caused by pathogenic variants in EPM2A/EPM2B
genes, encoding two essential glycogen metabolism enzymes known as laforin and malin. Long-term follow-up
data are lacking. We describe the clinical features and genetic findings of a cohort of 26 Italian patients with a
long clinical follow-up.

Abbreviations: LD, Lafora disease; LBs, Lafora Bodies; ADL, Activities of daily living; MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment; ASMs, Antiseizure medications; VPA,
Valproate; LEV, Levetiracetam.
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Methods: Patients with EPM2A/EPM2B pathogenic variants were identified by direct gene sequencing or gene
panels with targeted re-sequencing. Disease progression, motor functions, and mental performance were assessed
by a simplified disability scale. Spontaneous/action myoclonus severity was scored by the Magaudda Scale.
Results: Age range was 12.2–46.2 years (mean:25.53 ± 9.14). Age at disease onset ranged from 10 to 22 years
(mean:14.04 ± 2.62). The mean follow-up period was 11.48 ± 7.8 years. Twelve out of the 26 (46%) patients
preserved walking ability and 13 (50%) maintained speech. A slower disease progression with preserved
ambulation and speech after ≥4 years of follow-up was observed in 1 (11%) out of the 9 (35%) EPM2A patients
and in 6 (35%) out of the 17 (65%) EPM2B patients. Follow-up was >10 years in 7 (41.2%) EPM2B individuals,
including two harbouring the homozygous p.(D146N) pathogenic variant.
Conclusions: This study supports an overall worse disease outcome with severe deterioration of ambulation and
speech in patients carrying EPM2A mutations. However, the delayed onset of disabling symptoms observed in the
EPM2B subjects harbouring the p.(D146N) pathogenic variant suggests that the underlying causative variant may
still influence LD severity.

1. Introduction

The severity of spontaneous and action myoclonus was also evalu
ated using the Magaudda Simplified Myoclonus Rate Scale: 0) no
myoclonus; 1) minor myoclonus with no interference with ADL; 2) mild
myoclonus with interference with fine movements or speech, but no
interference with walking; 3) moderate myoclonus, but preserved
ambulation without support; 4) moderate to severe myoclonus with
preserved ability to stand and supported ambulation; 5) severe myoc
lonus with patient wheelchair-bound or bedridden.
The mutational screening was performed using either Next Genera
tion Sequencing (NGS)-based gene panels for epileptic disorders or
direct sequencing of EPM2A and EPM2B. Segregation analysis of
candidate variants was performed in all families by Sanger sequencing.

Lafora disease (LD) is a severe autosomal recessive progressive
myoclonus epilepsy with onset in early adolescence in otherwise
neurologically normal individuals [1]. Initial symptoms rapidly turn
into progressive dementia, speech, and motor impairments, eventually
leading to respiratory failure and death within a decade [2]. The disease
prevalence is around 4 cases per million, but it might be higher due to
missed and undiagnosed patients, especially in developing countries [3].
Mutations in two genes located on chromosome 6, EPM2A and
EPM2B (MIM #254780), are involved in the pathogenesis of LD, causing
deficiency of two fundamental enzymes of glycogen metabolism, laforin
and malin. Most pathogenic variants are loss-of-function: splice site,
missense, nonsense, and small or large intragenic deletions and in
sertions [4–8]. As a prototype of glycogen storage disease, LD is char
acterized by the presence of periodic-acid-Schiff positive intracellular
inclusions known as Lafora bodies (LBs) in astrocytes, and neuronal
perikarya, dendrites, but not axons [9,10].
Long-term follow-up data in LD patients are lacking. We report on
the clinical features and genetic findings in a large cohort of Italian
patients, providing a detailed description of the molecular and pheno
typic spectrum in this severe condition, as well as investigating
genotype-phenotype correlations.

2.2. Statistical analysis
Patients were divided into two groups, those harbouring pathogenic
variants in EPM2A and those carrying EPM2B mutations. Categorical
data were summarised in terms of absolute frequencies and percentages.
Quantitative variables were summarised in terms of medians with 1st
and 3rd quartiles (1st – 3rd q), as the data were not normally distributed.
The normality of the distributions was calculated by the Shapiro-Wilk
test. The association between categorical data was evaluated by the
Chi-square test or Fisher’s Exact test in case of expected frequencies <5.
The comparison of quantitative variables between the 2 groups of pa
tients was evaluated by the Mann-Whitney U test. Non-parametric
analysis of variance (Kruskal-Wallis test) was used to assess the rela
tionship between quantitative and categorical polynomial variables. To
avoid the “multiple comparison error”, the Bonferroni’s correction was
applied, with the P-value indicated as “PB”. The software “Statistica”,
release 9 (StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA), was used for all univariate and
bivariate analyses. The software “Stata”, release 11.0 (StataCorp, Col
lege Station, TX, USA), was used to calculate Fisher’s Exact test for tables
with more than 2 rows or columns. Spearman’s rank correlation coef
ficient (rS) was applied to evaluate the statistical dependence between
the rankings of two independent variables.

2. Methods
2.1. Patients
Patients with LD were recruited from 14 Italian Epilepsy centres
through the collaborative network of the Italian League Against Epilepsy
(LICE). Individuals #5, #9, #16, #17a, #17b, #20, #22, and #24 were
previously reported [11,12]. The diagnosis of LD was based on the
clinical and electrophysiological features, as well as on the identification
of typical LBs in skin, liver, or muscle samples. Clinical findings,
neurophysiologic features, genetic results, and brain MRI and treatment
data were retrospectively collected from medical charts provided by the
referring clinicians.
To evaluate disease progression, a simplified disability scale evalu
ating the residual motor function, cognitive performance (assessed by
Montreal Assessment: MoCA), activities of daily living (ADL), and social
abilities were used. Scores ranged from 1 to 4 as follows: 1) mild
cognitive impairment (MoCA >25), mild gait ataxia (scale 4), preserved
ADL, and maintained interpersonal and family interactions; 2) moderate
cognitive impairment (MoCA <25), moderate gait ataxia (scale 3 to 2),
limited ADL, and preserved but limited social interaction; 3) severe
mental impairment (MoCA <10), severe gait ataxia (scale 2 to 1),
impaired ADL, and poor social interaction; 4) severe mental impairment
(MoCA <10), severe gait ataxia (scale 0), wheelchair-bound or
bedridden, no significant ADL, no social interaction, and gastrostomy/
tracheostomy.

3. Results
3.1. Clinical features of the cohort
Twenty-six patients (16 females and 10 males) with LD from 24
different Italian families were investigated. Age range was 12.2–46.2
years (mean, 25.53 ± 9.14). Age at disease onset ranged from 10 to 22
years (mean, 14.04 ± 2.62) being tonic-clonic or myoclonic seizures the
main presenting symptoms, either combined in 30% of the cases
(Table 1).
Patients with EPM2B mutations showed a mean age at onset of 14.2
± 2.5 years, whilst the mean age at onset was 13.6 ± 2.9 years in those
with EPM2A mutations. Overall, the mean follow-up period was 11.48
± 7.8 years, being 12.3 ± 8.2 and 9.8 ± 7.0 years in EPM2B and EPM2A
2
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patients. Ambulation and speech abilities at the last follow-up were
evaluated. Twelve (46%) patients were able to walk independently
whereas 14 (54%) lost ambulation after a mean of 13.4 years of followup. Thirteen (50%) patients preserved speech, while the other half
showed absence of speech at the last follow-up. Thirty-five percent of
EPM2B patients showed loss of both walking and speech abilities after a
mean of 15.1 years. Isolated loss of ambulation or speech was instead
observed in only two patients (#10, #24) at the mean age of 13.3 years
from disease onset. As for EPM2A patients, 78% were non-ambulatory
and 67% had no speech, with a mean follow-up period of 12.7 years.
The mean score of the disease stage was 3.2. Sub-analysis between
EPM2A and EPM2B individuals showed a mean disease stage score of 3.4
and 3.0 points, respectively.
The severity mean scores for spontaneous and action myoclonus in
21 patients were 3.5 and 3.7 points, respectively: 3.9 and 3.7 points in
EPM2A subjects; 3.4 and 3.6 in EPM2B subjects. Comparison between
spontaneous/action myoclonus severity and age at disease onset showed
a linear correlation with an rS = − 0.44 for spontaneous myoclonus and
an rS = − 0.61 for action myoclonus (Fig. 1). Tonic-clonic seizures
mainly occurred monthly in 70% of cases, 78% of EPM2B patients, and
50% of EPM2A subjects. Weekly or yearly seizures were reported in the
remaining cases. Patient #2 experienced a single tonic-clonic seizure.
Seventy-seven percent of patients had ataxia, with a mean age at onset of
17.5 years. Severe dementia was also frequent (75% of patients), with a
mean onset of 16 ± 1.7 years.
Brain MRI was normal or revealed slight to moderate cerebellar at
rophy in most cases. In one case (#2b), diffuse cortical atrophy after 6.0

years from disease onset was identified. Most individuals manifested
refractory epilepsy and myoclonus despite treatment with a combina
tion of antiseizure medications (ASMs), including valproate (VPA),
levetiracetam (LEV), carbamazepine, clonazepam, perampanel, and
zonisamide. Notably, two patients (#2a, #15) achieved seizure control
(isolated or monthly tonic-clonic seizures) with VPA or LEV mono
therapy (Supplementary Table).
3.2. Genetic findings
Nine (35%) patients carried pathogenic variants in EPM2A and 17
(65%) in EPM2B (Fig. 2).
Compound heterozygous variants were detected in 2 (22%) and 6
(35%) patients in the EPM2A and EPM2B groups. The remaining in
dividuals were found to harbour homozygous variants. Seven distinct
mutations (four missense, one truncating, one frameshift, and one
exonic deletion) in EPM2A and nine different mutations in EPM2B (five
missense, one truncating, and three frameshift) were identified. Three
novel pathogenic variants were detected, including the p.(D82RfsTer7)
in EPM2A and the p.(F204LfsTer28) and p.(A277DfsTer23) in EPM2B.
The p.(P69A) and p.(D146N) mutations were the most frequent, being
detected in 6 (35%) and 5 (29%) EPM2B patients, respectively. In pa
tients #11 and #12, a deletion involving the exon 2 of EPM2A was
identified.

Table 1
Table reporting retention of walk and speech capabilities, together with scores at the spontaneous and action myoclonus severity scale for each patient. The disease
stage is referred to as the last follow-up.
Family

ID/Sex

Onset
(y)

Follow-up
duration (y)

Ambulation

Speech
ability

Spontaneous
myoclonus: severity

Action
myoclonus:
severity

Disease stage
at last FU

Mutation

1
2a
2b
3
4

AAG/F
BV/F
BV/F
BG/F
CE/F

13
11
11
14
18

4.4
1.2
7.6
8.8
26.3

+
+
+
+
−

+
+
+
+
−

4
0
4
2
NA

4
0
3
2
NA

3
0
3
2
4

5

DGB/
M
DLM/
M
DPA/F

14

10.0

−

−

5

5

4

EPM2B: c.205C > G (p.P69A)
EPM2A: c.323G > T (p.R108L)
EPM2A: c.323G > T (p.R108L)
EPM2B: c.205C > G (p.P69A)
EPM2A: c.712C > T (p.R241Ter);
c.835G > A (p.G279S)
EPM2A: c.712C > T (p.R241Ter)

13

4.6

+

+

3

2

2

13

12.3

−

−

4

4

4

16

5.3

+

+

4

4

2

10

13.0

−

−

5

5

4

10
11
12
13
14

DDG/
M
DNM/
M
FC/F
FE/F
FA/M
FM/F
GB/F

14
15
17
12
11

8.9
10.0
12.6
19.1
8.1

−
−
−
−
−

+
−
+
−
−

5
4
5
NA
4

4
4
5
NA
5

4
4
4
4
4

15

HA/M

14

2.6

+

+

NA

NA

2

16
17a
17b
18
19

IN/F*
LC/M
LM/F
LF/F
MI/F

11
14
13
13
13

19.1
3.6
8.9
13.9
4.6 (died)

−
+
−
−
−

−
+
−
−
−

3
3
5
5
NA

5
3
5
5
NA

4
2
4
4
4

20
21

PL/F*
PV/M

15
16

29.3
3.1

+
+

+
+

2
3

3
3

3
2

22

RC/F*

15

21.3

−

−

NA

NA

4

23
24

RE/F
RF/M*

22
16

24.2
17.6

+
+

+
−

1
3

3
3

2
3

6
7
8
9

ID = identification code; NA = not available; y = year; * = previously reported in Franceschetti et al. [12].
3

EPM2B: c.436G > A (p.D146N);
c.838G > A (p.E280K)
EPM2A: c.243_246del (p.
D82RfsTer7)
EPM2B: c.436G > A (p.D146N);
c.1133 T > C (p.L378P)
EPM2A: c.712C > T (p.R241Ter)
EPM2B: c.205C > G (p.P69A)
EPM2A: deletion exon 2
EPM2A: deletion exon 2
EPM2B: c.612del (p.F204LfsTer28)
EPM2B: c.205C > G (p.P69A);
c.826-829dup (p.A277DfsTer23)
EPM2B: c.992del (p.G331EfsTer3);
c.1049-1050del (p.E350GfsTer41)
EPM2B: c.199G > T (p.E67Ter)
EPM2B: c.992del (p.G331EfsTer3)
EPM2B: c.992del (p.G331EfsTer3)
EPM2B: c.205C > G (p.P69A)
EPM2A: c.491 T > G (p.I164S);
c.539 T > C (p.L180P)
EPM2B: c.436G > A (p.D146N)
EPM2B: c.468_469delAG (p.
G158Rfs); c.205C > G (p.P69A)
EPM2B: c.436G > A (p.D146N);
c.838G > A (p.E280K)
EPM2B: c.436G > A, (p.D146N)
EPM2B: c.923A > T (p.D308V)
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Fig. 1. Correlation between age at disease onset and spontaneous or action myoclonus severities.

Fig. 2. LD causing mutations in our cohort and that of 2006.
A) Laforin. CBD, carbohydrate-binding domain; DSP, dual-specificity phosphatase. B) Malin. RING, E2 interacting domain; NHL, protein interaction domain. The six
NHL repeats are typical of E2 ubiquitin ligases [13]. Recurrent mutations are marked with a “star”.

3.3. Genotype-phenotype correlations

carrying the homozygous p.(D146N), showed mild spontaneous myoc
lonus after >20 years of follow-up. Three patients showed severe action
myoclonus: patient #1 (p.P69A), patient #17a (p.G331EfsTer3), and
patient #21 (p.P69A). Patient #3 (p.P69A) showed mild action myoc
lonus after 8.8 years of follow-up.
Mean disease stage score was 3.5 ± 1.5 points in the EPM2A group,
whereas the mean score was 3.0 ± 0.9 points in EPM2B patients. Disease
stage was severe in eight (88.9%) EPM2A subjects and mild in only 1
case (11%). One EPM2A patient (#2b), carrying the homozygous p.
(R108L) pathogenic variant, showed a disease stage score of 3 points
after 9 years of follow-up. Seven out of 9 (77.8%) EPM2A patients lost
ambulation and 6 (66.7%) speech ability. Instead, patient #2b remained
able to walk and speak after 9 years from disease onset. Seven (41.2%)
EPM2B patients lost both ambulation and speech. Loss of ambulation
occurred <10 years since disease onset in patient #10 (p.P69A), patient
#14 (p.P69A; A277DfsTer23), and patient #17b (p.G331EfsTer3).
However, patient #10 preserved speech. Three EPM2B patients pre
served ambulation after >20 years from disease onset: #20, (p.D146N);

In the EPM2B group, the follow-up period was >10 years in 7
(41.2%) patients, including two subjects (#20, #23) homozygous for the
p.(D146N) pathogenic variant. Patient #23 showed a remarkably lateonset (22 years) of symptoms and a very long follow-up (24.2 years)
with a disease stage of 2. A moderate to severe disease stage was
observed in patients with the homozygous mutation p.(P69A) (4 pa
tients). In the EPM2A group, the follow-up period was >10 years in 4
(44%) patients: #4, harbouring the compound heterozygous p.
(R241Ter) and p.(G279S) pathogenic variants; #9, carrying the homo
zygous p.(R241Ter) pathogenic variant; #7, homozygous for the p.
(D82RfsTer7) pathogenic variant; #12, harbouring the exon 2 deletion.
The mean spontaneous myoclonus scores were 4.5 [4,5] [n = 6] and
3 [3,4] [n = 13] points in the EPM2A and EPM2B groups, respectively.
Six (35.3%) EPM2B patients had severe spontaneous myoclonus. Pa
tients #1 and #21 (harbouring the p.P69A) showed severe spontaneous
myoclonus after <5 years since disease onset. Patients #20 and #23,
4
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#22, (p.D146N; p.E280K); #24 (p.D308V).
Ataxia was observed in 11 out of 14 (78.6%) EPM2B patients, with a
mean age at onset of 17 years. The EPM2B pathogenic variants p.(P69A)
and p.(D146N) were associated with both early (#21, #23) and lateonset ataxia (#8, #10), as well as the absence of ataxia after ≥5 years
from disease onset (#14, #20). Particularly, patient #20 did not show
any ataxia after 29 years of follow-up. In the EPM2A group, ataxia
occurred in 5 out of 6 (83.3%) patients, with a mean age at onset of 16
years. Deletions involving the exon 2 of EPM2A were associated with
ataxia within the first year of follow-up, whereas delayed ataxia onset
was observed in the patient with the p.(R241Ter) pathogenic variant
(#5).
Dementia occurred at 3.3 ± 2.0 years and 2.4 ± 1.5 years after dis
ease onset in EPM2A and EPM2B patients, respectively. Dementia
occurred in 10 out of 15 (66.7%) EPM2B patients, with a mean age at
onset of 17 years. In the EPM2A group, 83% of patients showed de
mentia, with a mean age at onset of 15 years.
Interestingly, the two patients (#7, #13) harbouring the novel ho
mozygous mutations in EPM2A and EPM2B showed a long follow-up
(mean, 15.7 years) with a disease stage of 4 suggesting long-survival.
Likewise, patient #14 compound heterozygous for p.(P69A) and the
new pathogenic variant p.(A277DfsTer23) did show long follow-up.
Overall, EPM2B patients showed a milder disease stage. In particular,
patients #20, #23, and #24 showed a slower disease progression, with a
follow-up period nearly to 20 years. No EPM2A patient in our cohort
showed such a prolonged course. EPM2B patients also showed, on
average, more preserved motor and cognitive functions. In particular, 10
out of 17 (59%) EPM2B patients showed moderate to severe disease
stage, and just 70% of them lost speech or ambulation. A similar disease
course was instead observed in eight (89%) EPM2A patients, with seven
(88%) and six (75%) of them losing speech and ambulation, respec
tively. Remarkably, not all EPM2B patients showed a mild disease
course. Of note, an earlier disease onset correlated with the early loss of
ambulation in the EPM2B group, whereas a correlation was not observed
between preserved ability to ambulate and later disease onset (P =
0.013) (Fig. 3).
Specific missense mutations in EPM2A and EPM2B were associated
with delayed disease evolution. Patients carrying the EPM2B p.(D146N)
mutation (#8, #20, #22, #23) showed mild disease stage and myoc
lonus severity, with a follow-up period of 5 (#8) and 20 (#20, #22,
#23) years. Moreover, patient #20 and #23 preserved speech and
ambulation. Similarly, the p.(P69A) mutation in EPM2B was associated
with preserved ambulation and speech ability in patient #3 after 9 years
from disease onset. The EPM2A missense mutation p.(R108L) was

Fig. 3. Correlation
EPM2B patients.

between

onset

ages

and

walking

capability

associated with milder disease stage: patient #2b preserved walk and
speech capabilities after 8 years of follow-up.
No significant differences emerged between EPM2A and EPM2B
mutations concerning disease duration (P = 0.89), presence of ataxia (P
= 1.0) and dementia (P = 0.62), disease stage (P = 0.07), absence of
ambulation (P = 0.11) or speech (P = 0.41), and spontaneous (P = 0.28)
or action (P = 0.44) myoclonus severity. However, earlier disease onset
was observed in the EPM2A group, with a value of P = 0.039 (Table 2).
Furthermore, patients with EPM2A pathogenic variants (rS = 0.29)
showed a faster disease progression as compared to EPM2B subjects (rS
= 0.44) (Fig. 4).
4. Discussion
LD is a well-known but extremely complex neurological condition
and definite correlations between the underlying genetic mutations and
phenotypic features remain to be elucidated [14–17]. In our cohort of
Italian LD patients, EPM2A mutations were associated with a more se
vere disease course, whereas EPM2B patients generally have milder
disease course and longer survival. The type of genetic mutation also
appears to influence the disease course, as highlighted by the milder
phenotype observed in the patient harbouring the missense mutation p.
(D146N) in EPM2B (#20). Eventually, the extension of the deletion may
impact disease severity, since multiexonic and whole gene deletions
have been associated with a more severe phenotype [18]. However, we
did not identify large deletions in EPM2A or EPM2B in our cohort,
making it difficult to speculate on specific genotype-phenotype corre
lations. However, the eight patients harbouring small intragenic de
letions (three for EPM2A and five for EPM2B) did not show a particularly
severe phenotype in comparison to other affected individuals.
Noteworthy, Italian patients showed a higher prevalence of EPM2B
mutations [19], which may in part indicate a founder effect for some of
these pathogenic variants in this population. However, no predominant
mutation could be identified, likely due to the highly heterogeneous
genetic background. In line with previous reports, the p.(P69A) and p.
(D146N) were the most common EPM2B mutations, whereas the p.
(R241Ter) and exon 2 deletion were frequent in the EPM2A group [12].
Clinical onset appeared to be earlier in EPM2A patients, with a
younger age at onset of myoclonic and tonic-clonic seizures. Neither
dystonia nor parkinsonism was observed, although previously reported
in other studies [20–22]. Moreover, no early-onset of learning disabil
ities, suggestive for an atypical form of LD was observed in our cohort
[23]. Mean latency of 2 years between disease onset and the diagnosis of
dementia was observed in both EPM2A and EPM2B patients. However,
on average, subjects harbouring EPM2A mutations were diagnosed with
dementia 1 year before EPM2B-mutated patients. The observation that
patients in the EPM2B group had a longer follow-up duration and
different EPM2B mutations were associated with different follow-up
periods suggests the existence of possible correlations. In particular, a
slower disease progression might be associated with specific mutations
in EPM2A/EPM2B or even with different types of genetic mutations
within the same gene.
Long-term follow-up of LD patients is extremely rare due to the
severely progressive disease course. Furthermore, the combination of
underlying genetic factors and the quality of available care strongly
impacts the frequency of disease complications, influencing the overall
life expectancy of affected individuals. Accordingly, only a few studies
on small LD cohorts with a mean follow-up over 10 years have been
reported in the literature so far [24–27]. According to the rapid disease
progression, MoCA assessment timelines need to be pointful and shared
through the scientific community to achieve a reliable characterization
of the clinical course [16]. Based on follow-up duration and disease
stage, we observed that there may be a more aggressive disease in
EPM2A patients. Indeed, a higher prevalence of loss of speech and
ambulation, as well as a higher disease stage at the last follow-up, were
observed in this group. Patients with EPM2B mutations exhibited
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Table 2
Summary of the patients’ cohort and EPM2A/EPM2B correlations.

EPM2A mutations
(N=9)

EPM2B mutations
(N=17)

3 (33.3%)

6 (35.3%)

6 (66.7%)

11 (64.7%)

3/9 (50.0%)

6/9 (42.8%)

Myoclonus

1/5 (16.7%)

4/5 (28.6%)

Epilepsy and myoclonus

2/6 (33.3%)

4/6 (26.6%)

Median [1st-3rd q]

Median [1st-3rd q]

Age at disease onset (y)

13 (11-13)

14.5 (13-16) [n=16]

0.039b

Age at last evaluation (y)

23 (18.6-24)

22.8 (19.1-31.1)

0.83b

Follow-up duration (y)

10 (7.6-12.6)

8.9 (4.8-19.1) [n=16]

0.89b

Gender: Male

p value

1.00a
Female
Onset: Epilepsy

1.00a

N = number; q = quartile; y = years.
a
P: Fisher’s Exact test.
b
P: Mann-Whitney U test.

[26–30]. Finally, hydrogen 1 (1H) MR spectroscopy may prove effective
to detect metabolic changes such as the reduction in the (N-acetylas
partate) NAA/creatine ratio in the frontal cortex, cerebellum, and basal
ganglia of LD patients as compared to healthy controls. Conversely,
structural MRI is usually less sensitive to detect brain involvement in
these patients [31]. These findings suggest imaging studies may be
suitable to monitor the disease progression; however, such correlations
between MRI data and the LD course were not possible due to a lack of
longitudinal MRI data in our cohort.
5. Conclusions
We report a large cohort of Italian LD patients, focusing on the
possible genotype-phenotype correlations and specifically aiming to
dissect disease outcomes with distinct genetic mutations. Our observa
tions support earlier disease onset and faster disease progression with
severe deterioration of ambulation and speech in EPM2A individuals.
Conversely, later disease onset and delayed progression were confirmed
in EPM2B patients [7,29,32]. Specific gene mutations in EPM2B, such as
the p.(D146N), appeared to be associated with delayed onset of
disabling symptoms [26], suggesting that disease course might be also
influenced by the underlying causative genetic mutation itself. Some
limitations can be recognized in our study, including the small number
of patients carrying EPM2A mutations and the limited duration of
follow-up in some cases (#2a, #15), requiring further evaluations in the
future. The effort towards the collection of large case series will play a
relevant role in providing insights into genotype-phenotype correlations
in different countries, expanding our knowledge on the pathogenic
mechanisms underlying LD, eventually allowing the development of
targeted therapies.

Fig. 4. Relationship between disease severity and disease duration in the
EPM2A and EPM2B patients. Legend: rS = Spearman’s correlation coefficient; n
= number.

instead a longer follow-up period (more than 5 years) and a milder
disease stage. Interestingly, 4 of these subjects were also included in the
study published in 2006 [12], suggesting a prolonged disease course,
whereas no subject carrying EPM2A mutations was reported. Genetic
mutations of protein targeting to glycogen (PTG, a protein modulating
glycogen synthesis) were believed to contribute to the milder phenotype
in LD [28], but their role was not confirmed by a subsequent study
showing significant PTG mutation in only 1/6 mild LD patients [25].
None of the EPM2A patients in the current cohort showed such a
comparably long survival. In particular, two out of the four previously
reported patients preserved ambulation and exhibited a low disease
stage after more than 20 years of follow-up. Moreover, patients har
bouring the p.(D146N) pathogenic variant presented with a milder
disease course in two heterozygous (#8, #22) and two homozygous
cases (#20, #23). Of note, the same mutation was associated with later
disease onset, around the age of 20 years, according to the literature
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